OPUS-TWO Instrument Control System

This guide is intended for general backgound description of the elements of an Opus-Two Control
system.

Modules of an Opus-Two System
This is a short introduction to the modules. More detailed descriptions are given in a later section.
Opus-Two Controller
A stand alone card for operating the Opus-Two Instrument Control System. Receives
configuration information from a remote PC via a Parallel port connection. Configurations
stored on local flash memory on the card. Also contains MIDI in, out and through ports
for connection to other MIDI based equipment. Three different versions are available,
Controller-I, II & III.
Controller-I small form factor, single Opus-Two I/O Port. Can be used as a remote
chamber controller or as a small console / system controller, can optionally use a
Smartmedia module adapter and a display adapter.
Controller-II has 2 Opus-I/O ports and can function as a remote chamber controller or as
a small console / system controller. Not able to use Smartmedia or display adapter at this
time. Main function is to be a remote chamber controller for larger installations with 16 to
32 output cards per controller.
Controller-III has 2 Opus-Two I/O ports and can function as remote or console
controller. It has Smartmedia built in and can use the Display Module.
Opus-Two Input Card
64 point input card. Inputs are software defined to be active high or low. Input voltage
levels of 0 to 32 V DC. Selectable pullups or pulldowns for input signals in groups of 8.
Opus-Two Output Card
Available in high drive { current source } or low drive { current sink } forms. Drives up to
500 ma per output, is diode protected. Includes UL/CSA qualified resettable polyfuse for
safety and convenience. 64 outputs standard, 32 output version available as an option.
Opus-Two Display Module
This is a module that contains a programmable display module, some pushbuttons and a
Smartmedia port for record / playback of musical material. The module can be
programmed to give access to setup parameters of the Opus-Two system so that functions
can be controlled / selected from the console display.
Opus-Two Instrument Control Compiler
Used to create configuration setup for music system. Start with definitions of the elements
of the music system, include all of the ancillary inputs and outputs. Then specify the
relationships between those elements using handy configuration tables and macros.

Opus-Two Wiring Adapter
A small module that is used to plug onto input / output headers with an 8 position screw
terminal connector. It is usually customized with resistors and is intended for use where
some matching function of Opus-Two outputs to pseudo-analog connections are required.

Opus-Two Control Extender
This is a matching set of wiring adapters - one with a plug, the other with a receptacle and
up to 20' of 8 conductor wire with shield connecting the two. It is used to connect OpusTwo input / output cards together in cases where it is not possible or desirable to plug the
cards to each other. These units are used in consoles & or pipe chambers to facilitate card
layout positioning.
Opus-Two Hall Effect Keyboard Contact
Used to replace contact wire/block assembly in keyboards and pedals. A non-contact
magnetic sensing system that is unaffected by dust, dirt, humidity. Offers per key sense
point adjustment. Available in single touch and second touch configurations. Using the
OPUS-Two Instrument Control System, the 2nd touch configuration can also be used to
velocity encode key action.
Opus-Two Stop Action Controller { SC }
This is a small module that plugs onto the back of a stop action magnet assembly {
Syndyne, Peterson, Reisner, etc } to improve control functions for a stop rail assembly and
to simplify wiring of the assembly. With this module on each SAM three wires are daisy
chained to all units on a stop rail. Two are power & ground, the 3rd is a signal wire that
plus into an Opus-Two control port using a termination adapter.
Opus-Two Chamber Temp Sensor Module
A small unit that can be used to measure temperature in the chamber. This is used in
conjunction with a display adapter at the console to alter the tuning of digital voice
extension modules. The adjustment can be manual or automatic.
When used with Ahlborn Archive units an additional cable provides an analog tuning
control signal to the Ahlborn unit.
Opus-Two Hybrid Interface
A small unit used with an Opus-Two controller to generate specific clock & strobe siganls
that are needed for hybrid installations of Opus-Two and Peterson Orgaplex driver cards
or Opus-Two and Z-tronics driver cards,
Opus-Two High Super-Driver
This is small circuit board assembly that plugs into a regular driver chip socket. It is able
to drive up to 2A per pin. This unit is used where extra drive capability is needed for low
resistance magnets and coils.

Opus-Two Hardware Introduction
Opus-Two Interconnect System
The Opus-Two cards are designed to minimize wiring interconnection complexities and introduce
wiring simplicity to what sometimes has become a rats nest of wiring for pipe organ control
systems.
The Opus-Two cards interconnect with an 8 wire cable. All cards have an IN port, and OUT port
and generally 64 inputs or outputs that connect to organ functions - keys, stop tabs, pipe magnets
& other, linear & rotary coders for swell shoes, transposer controls, pushbuttons, 7 seg displays,
LED displays & other indicators.
The wiring between the cards uses a 0.156" connector series. The cards can be plugged into each
other IN-OUT daisy chain fashion or use short discrete wire cables to go between the cards.
A signal control chain starts at the PC interface card or at the stand-alone control computer and
goes to the 1st input or output card. The output of that card connects to the next input - and so
on. The last card in the chain gets a loopback plug on its output.
Both the Interface card and the stand alone control allow for two signal control chains. While for
smaller installations all io cards could be placed on a single control chain, larger installations may
want to separate console IO from pipe room functions, hence two control chains ports are
provided for flexibility.
For installations where there may be several 10's of feet between sets of IO cards, or different
sections of the installation operate from different power supplies and optical isolation module is
available to interconnect these segments. In a normal chain of IO cards there is no signal limit on
how many can be placed in a string. From a physical point the #’s of cards in a string without
optical isolation is usually based on the capabilities of the power supply for the wind chests and
the wiring plan for that.
Finally for installations where there may be several hundred feet between console IO, Control and
pipe room functions a fiber optic interconnect module is available.
Wiring to other organ functions { input or output cards } is based on an 8 pin 0.156" spacing
connector family by AMP called the MTA156. It is 0.045" post that can either be wire-wrapped
onto or use a discrete wire insulation displacement connector. Soldering to the pins is an option
but this is not recommended due to difficulty with moves and changes or replacement of card
modules. The IDC header is recommended - simple, easy to wire up, headers available for
different wire gauges. A small T-Handle tool is required for doing the assembly. It's a 1 time cost
and lasts for a long time. Cost is approx $21. A wire-wrap tool for 24-26 ga wire is approx $45.

Opus-Two Serial Scan & Music Instrument Control Mechanism
The Opus-Two utilizes a serial scan mechanism transfer data between the Music Instrument
control program and the input / output cards.
In order to minimize sampling and drive delays MIDI conversions are not done on each I/O card rather the conversion is done once at the Music Instrument Control program.
The serial scan time operates on a cycle of 20 msec { 50 / second } or less as dictated by needs of
particular installations. This means that all input / output and relay multiplex functions are
completed in that time giving good resolution of keyboard events and proper pipe driver response
to those functions.
MIDI events are converted to / from this format based on definition of required functions
specified to the Music Instrument Compiler.

Main Control Card { Controller-III }
This card has 9 ports:
1 for the serial port to the configuration control computer & other control functions.
1 MIDI in, 1 MIDI out & MIDI through,
2 control ports for connecting to OPUS-Two input / output card strings
1 port for interconnecting Opus-Two controllers { RS-485 }
1 Display Port
1 Function Expansion Port { external memory / wireless }
When using this card for an OPUS-Two installation a configuration file created and downloaded
to the control card via a serial connection from a PC. The actual connection is made using a USB
Programmer that plugs into a USB port on the PC. It has a small cable that temporarily attaches
to the DB-25 of the controller. Once the config file is loaded the PC may be removed.

The Music Control Program operates on the Main Control Card and performs all i/o, relay,
multiplex and other operations needed to operate the pipe organ { possibly in conjunction with
other controllers remote from the console }
The photo shows the Midi in/out and through connections on the right, the Smartmedia module
just to the left of the DB-25, the 3 wire port for communication with other controllers on the
upper left corner. The two 8 pin receptacles are for connection to input / output modules. The
power conenctions are in the upper right corner.
Also seen are small on-board headers for the display and function expansion ports.

Opus-Two Chamber Controller { Controller-II }
This card has 8 ports:
1 for the serial port to the configuration control computer & other control functions.
1 MIDI in, 1 MIDI out & MIDI through,
2 control ports for connecting to OPUS-Two input / output card strings
1 port for interconnecting Opus-Two controllers { RS-485 }
1 Function Expansion Port { external memory / wireless }
When using this card for an OPUS-Two installation a configuration file created and downloaded
to the control card via a serial connection from a PC. The actual connection is made using a USB
Programmer that plugs into a USB port on the PC. It has a small cable that temporarily attaches
to the DB-25 of the controller. Once the config file is loaded the PC may be removed.
In some instances this card can be used for a console controller. It is functionally identical to the
other controller, just has smaller amounts of memory.

Controller-I / Pod
This card has 7 ports:
1 Program port
1 MIDI in, 1 MIDI out
1 control port for connecting to OPUS-Two input / output card strings
1 port for interconnecting Opus-Two controllers.
3 function expansion port
The unit has been designed to fit a large amount of functionality into a very small space for small
dedicated installations. It may be used as an expansion controller in larger systems. Generally,
while it supports all the features of Opus-Two, it would not be able to support all the features on
a large system - that would need the Controller-III.

This card is also used as a controller in some types of hybrid conversions that are supported by
Opus-Two. Please contact us for details.

Input Card
The 64 point input card requires a mounting area of approx 3.5" x 9". 8 wire cables connect on
the 2 ends of the card - 1, upstream, towards the controller or earlier input cards, the second,
downstream, to other input cards or output cards.
Inputs are defined in the Music Control Compiler to be either active high or low. Acceptable input
voltages range from -5V to 20V DC. The inputs are current limit protected. Each input is approx
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10K input resistance so presents minimal loading to any signal source.
Provision is made for pulling down or up any group of 8 inputs. This is useful for connecting to
older open contact portions of an organ where open wire conditions may create babbling inputs.
The Input card contains a 1.6A resettable Polyfuse for use in connection to the common wire of
signal sources. In cases where there is a mix of common positive and common negative signal
sources independent fusing may be required, however the Opus-Two team can assist with
installation specific advice.

Output Card
The 64 point output card requires a mounting area of approx 3.5" x 9". 8 wire cables connect on
the 2 ends of the card - 1, upstream, towards the controller or earlier input cards, the second,
downstream, to other input cards or output cards.
The output cards come in 2 flavors: one for sourcing current and one for sinking current { 1/2A
per output, up to 35V supply }. Each have 64 outputs.
The card contains a resettable 6A Polyfuse for connection to the common wire of wind chests.
In cases where existing wind chest common wiring schemes do not exactly match with the 64
output modularity of the output card an independent fusing scheme may need to be employed for
those wind chests. The Opus-Two team can provide suggestions for such installations.
Each output contains a fly back diode that suppresses EMI and inductive transients caused by the
pipe magnets or other inductive loads.
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Opus-Two Keyboard Sensor Strip
The sensor strip ( 13 notes / strip, one with 9 } mounts on what was usually the contact rail for
existing contacts. The magnet per key can be attached to the key body using a small mounting
strip or just be insterted into a hole drilled into the key.
The keystrips interconnect horizontally on a keyboard. A 3 wire interconenct system, connects the
keyboards together and to the console controller. Any number of keyboards can be accomodated.
There are additional wiring points per keystrip for piston inputs. The 5th keystrip for a keyboard as
4 analog inputs that may be used for analog pots.

The 9 sensor module is just a 13 sesnor module that is truncated at the white line shown in the
photo.
The strips / magnets may be mounted so that the magnet moves towards or away from the sensor
as the key is depressed.
Hall Effect Pedal Sensor
The pedal sensor uses similar technology. It is made as a unit of one to allow for a variety of
mounting methods with pedalboards. Usually a larger 3/16" magnet is supplied. A 3 wire daisy
chain connects all pedal sensor units together and to the controller.

Opus-Two Display Module
This unit is used at the console to display runtime information from the Opus-Two system such as combination
action memory level, transposer setting, etc. It may also be used to gain access to variable data in the Opus-Two
system that can be changed while the system is running.

The buttons along the bottom of the display can be configured to call up menus functions on the display.
The unit shown is the VFD display. An LCD character display is also available. The display can be mounted
behind a tinted acrylic bezel to accomodate various console styles & finishes.

Opus-Two Hybrid Interface
This is a i/o card that is used to operate input / output cards of some vintage systems, converting them to Opus-Two
control systems with all the features and advantages of an Opus-Two system.
Since each hybrid installation is somewhat unique we consider each site separately. This card is a building block of
such a system. Usually special cables are made to connect from this card to points in the existing system.

In some hybrid situations, other Opus-Two input / output cards are supplied to complete the installation /
conversion.
Opus-Two has been used with Z-tronics, Peterson Orgaplex and diode matrix, Musicom, Ssl, Classic, Artisan and
other chamber control output cards.
This card is also used for control of diode matrix wired input systems.

Opus-Two Super Driver Module
This module replaces a standard driver and provides up to 2A per pin output drive capability. It also features a
local polyfuse per module.

Opus-Two SC Module
The SC module is used to control Syndyne or Petersen SAMs and reduce overall wiring complexity. SC variants
are also available for some of the more common alternate SAM / drawknob systems that are in use.
The SC module contains a small processor that operates and manages the stop tab in resoonse to commands
received from an Opus-Two controller. If a stop tab is changed manually information on the stop tab position is
sent to the local Opus-Two controller.
During programmed tab movement, the SC module determines the optimum point to stop driving the tab. This
greatly reduces current requirements for the stop tab assembly. Normally a reduction of 4 to 6 is achieved.
The SC module also makes wiring of complex stop rails a simpler task. Instead of 4 or 5 wires per stop tab, 3 wires
are daisy chained to all units. Two are power { supply & return ), the 3rd wire is a bidirectional signal that conencts
to an open port on an Opus-Two logic chain.
Each SC gets a numeric position address during installation. This ‘address’ is then automatically associated with
the desired stop tab name in the configuration file.

An Opus-Two SC attached to a Petersen or Syndyne SAM unit.

The SC may be used with Reisner C3 stop tab assemblies by mounting a small header on the rear of the tab
assembly then plugging in the SC module. Other stop tab assemblies are also able to be accomdated..

Some Example Configurations
A small Starter System
1 input card, 1 output card, 1 PC Interface

A 4 Rank System
Just add 4 input cards and 4 output cards to above. Wire for convenience to windchests and keyboards.

A 20 Rank System
9 input cards & 5 output cards in console, 20 output cards in pipe room.
20 Output cards could be located in an wall area approx 2' x 4'.

A larger System ~ 5000 pipes
Approx 9 input cards & 5 output cards in console, 80 output cards in pipe room{s).
Pipe Output cards, if all located in same space would fit on a 4' x 7' wall area. A system of this size would need
special power distribution design for the pipe ranks.

A Large Console Installation
24 input / output cards on 2 levels - during installation.

Wiring & tests completed....

